
Original Article Reviews Centrose’s Precision Therapy Drug Discovery Platform  
 

MADISON, WI. July 25, 2016 – Research presenting a review on Centrose’s drug platform was 

published online in this month’s issue of Molecular Therapy, a Nature Publishing Group Journal.  

 

The Original Article entitled, “Extracellular Antibody Drug Conjugates Exploiting the Proximity 

of Two Proteins”, reviews Centrose’s exclusive technology, discussing five Extracellular Drug 

Conjugates (EDCs) and their unique ability to destroy cancer. In detail, the US and Italian author group 

spell out how the EDC drug platform reaches a new level of precision and how this new class of drugs 

may provide a powerful and safe alternative to today’s highly toxic cancer therapies.  

 

 The study led by Centrose co-founder and CEO James Prudent, reviews years of work by the 

team using drug technology developed at Centrose. By selecting a well-studied family of steroids and 

attaching them to various cancer specific antibodies, the team describes how the new precision therapies 

are made and how they work.  

 

Maybe most interesting, the article describes a mechanism of action for killing cancer never 

before described; a completely extracellular mechanism of salt flow blockage. Salt balance is required for 

cells to grow properly and the EDCs described block that balance from outside the cell. The salt block 

created was shown to be very precise killing cancer cells by a process known as necrosis. Acting from the 

outside and thus not requiring internalization, is a big advancement in the fight of cancer because a major 

way cancers become resistant is by blocking drugs from entering and/or pumping drugs out.  

 

“This has been a huge project for all of us and we are all very happy to finally be sharing our 

results with the scientific community”, said David Marshall, lead author on the team.  

 

Centrose is now translating a number of the precision medicines described in the article to the 

bedside. The most advanced are EDC1 and EDC9.  EDC9 which incorporates the antibody known as 

Rituximab
®
 will be first EDC to reach the clinic. Rituximab is the current gold standard for Non-

Hodgkin’s Lymphoma (NHL) yet many patients become resistant overtime. Since EDC9 uses a new 

mechanism of cell death, Centrose believe EDC9 may not only overcome many forms of resistance, but 

also replace the need for chemotherapies used in combination with Rituximab. 

 

About Centrose 
Centrose is a drug discovery company, committed to bringing the most-advanced precision 

therapies to patients afflicted by advanced forms of cancer and other difficult to treat diseases. Centrose 

created a new class of precision drugs, called EDCs, which give doctors the ability to place powerful 

medicines exactly where they want them. Precision therapy is a safer and more powerful treatment option 

because only diseased cells are affected; completely eliminating side-effects and dramatically increasing 

drug potency. 
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